Abstract-Dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) has been cited as a promising mechanism for managing the radio spectrum for coexisting systems. The goal of the DSA scheme is to increase the performance of networks in the shared spectrum, by providing a more efficient way of utilisation. This work addresses analytically the impact of multi-cell, multi-operator interference on the overall spectrum when multiple operators co-exist and share a common pool of radio resources. We propose a centralised DSA scheme that is able to capture the interference level and interact dynamically to minimise interference and enhance spectrum utilisation while maintaining a satisfactory level of QoS. Furthermore, a concise system model and framework able to describe the interaction among different operators is presented. The DSA algorithm has been investigated for co-located and displaced cellular networks. The simulation results indicate that the proposed DSA algorithm significantly outperforme the fixed spectrum allocation (FSA) ensuring minimum level of interference in the system. The QoS of the overall system has been improved in the DSA compared to traditional FSA. Moreover, the proposed algorithm enhanced the spectrum utilization by 26% guaranteeing that all operators are given fair access to the shared spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is an urgent need for more flexible and efficient schemes for managing the radio resources in the future network architectures. Regulatory bodies have therefore issued several significant documents that highlight the importance of spectrum utilisation , and give encouragement to the concepts of spectrum sharing and DSA [1] , [2] . The objective is to improve spectrum efficiency and combat spectrum scarcity problem. To do so, particularly in multi-operator scenario potential inter-operator interference has to be considered.
Coexisting systems is a very associated subject with DSA. One common scenario envisaged is that when several operators share a common pool of spectral resources. From resource management point of view, one approach considers that a primary operator manages and optimises its own spectrum utilisation to generate accessible spectrum opportunities for other radio technologies or other operators [3] , [4] . The other approach considers that all operators simultaneously co-exist and manage jointly the shared spectrum [5] - [7] , which is the chosen approach in this paper. The author in [8] demonstrates a complete mathematical model , including call level model and spectrum level model, for the analysis of dynamic spectrum sharing of two wireless networks in single cell scenario. Moreover, a comprehensive survey of different technical approaches and comparisons of their functional architecture are available in [9] - [11] .
The conducted research in DSA schemes based on the decision algorithm , can be generally classified as call-based decisions and spectrum-based decisions. As regards the callbased decision [5] , [6] , authors have proposed a central spectrum sharing algorithm to exploit the instantaneous spectrum utilisation between two Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) operators , where an agent dynamically assigns the resources during connection setup phase. However, this work is limited by the necessity of joint call admission policy among all UMTS operators. Moreover, in [6] , it ignores the effects of multi-cell multi-operator interference and mainly focuses on managing resources within a cell. Indeed, the impact of multi-cell interference with resource scheduling strategies was addressed in [3] . However, this concept is generic and only applicable for single-carrier spread spectrum based systems.
On the other hand , in spectrum-based decisions , carrier reallocation is employed to enhance the overall spectral efficiency. The resource allocation problem has been investigated in the literature and addressed as an NP-hard problem [4] , and few studies consider linear formulations to solve the optimisation problem [7] . The author in [4] proposed a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) model to optimise spectrum utilisation. GA has also been investigated in [12] for WCDM downlink (DL) systems based on the properties of a coupling matrix. A centralised advance spectrum management (ASM) methodology for WCDMA uplink networks using Simulated Annealing and Reinforcement learning optimisation was studied in [13] and [14] . Game theory has also been exploited in the work of [15] which presented an inter-operator DSA algorithm to optimise the utilisation of spectrum.
All of the above-mentioned approaches have been compared in terms of their spectrum utilisation and throughput but they offer no analytical analysis of the interference constraints, no framework describing the interaction between different operators and how to optimise utilisation without causing harmful interference and ensure fair access in a multi-operator scenario. This work is concerned with the scenario where several competing UMTS operators co-exist and share a common pool of radio resources. We focus on the DL of the UMTS system, assuming that the two operators could have a displaced cellular networks or a co-located geographical location. This paper is organised as follows. Section II presents the mathematical model , which is able to capture the interference level in the system. Section III evaluates the entries that obtained from the system model and identifies the significant indicators of the network performance. In section IV, the DSA algorithm is proposed to simultaneously allocate the resources to both operators and optimise spectrum utilisation. Section V presents the performance evaluation and simulation results. Finally, Section VI presents the main conclusion.
II. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we present a mathematical model that can capture the interference level in the system and characterise the solvability and the feasibility condition. We use following notations: rp is the set of all operators, J m is the set of base stations (BSs) in operator m network, m always indicate operator and m E rp , k denotes BS and k E J m , P m ,k is the DL power and L ia, b the path loss of the ith user in BS a to BS b. Further we use bold small letters for vectors and bold capital letters for matrices.
The inter-cell interference (XC)i,k in the DL is defined as the total interference received at the ith user in BS k from its own operator. The inter-operator interference (XO)i, k is the total received interference from other operators. For operator m , inter-cell and inter-operator interference can be written as :
where j E {Jm -{k}} and E E { rp -{m}}.
For simplicity, let rp = {l , 2} with K and Z as number of BSs respectively. Hence, the required transmission power of the kth BS in operator 1 can be expressed as follows:
where {k I k ::;; K} and {z I z ::;; Z} , P N is the background noise ,
[!I ,k is the power devoted to the common control channel, n is the number of users in kth BS , (3i is the i th user spread factor,
, where W is the bandwidth, e is the downlink orthogonally factor, (~~) . stands for the ith user requirement of energy per bit to noise power density. Equation (2) states that the required transmission power of kth BS in operator 1 network is equal to the sum of the average powers in dedicated links and common channels (say AI) , in addition to the equivalents of inter-cell interference and inter-operator interference. For simplicity, lets assume that both operators have the same number of cells i.e. K = Z. Hence , equation (2) can be written as: (3) where Pm is the vector of the total transmitted powers and
Cll and C I 2 are the Jacobian matrices of the total transmitted power PI ,k and P2 ,z , respectively, known as the interference coupling matrices [9] , given by: (4) and ,
where {y ly ::;; K} , equations (4) and (5) form a K-by-K matrices with zero diagonal and positive entries. Therefore, we can characterise the solvability of the system equation shown in equation (3) through the spectral radius of the coupling matrices [16] . Then equation (3) can be written as : (6) where p(.) is the spectral radius.
By applying the same approach to operator 2 network, we can note that: (7) Now, define a matrix C as follows : (8) For equations (6) and (7) , the solution to the DL system model is necessarily non-negative and unique [16] .
A. Displaced Networks
In this given scenario, we assume that the cellular networks of operator 1 and 2 are displaced by a vector 15. Therefore , by solving equation (6) and (7) , the optimum power allocation for operator m network can be achieved as follows:
where det( .) is the determinant and tr( .) is the trace of matrix C. Therefore, the feasibility condition is given by (tr(C) -det(C)) < l.
B. Co-located Networks
Herein, the two operators have a co-located geographical location (1) = 0). Therefore, the coefficients of the cell power variables in equations (6) and (7) are equal (i.e. Cll = C 1 2 and C 21 = C 22). Then, the optimum power allocation for operator m network can be as follows : (10) Therefore , the feasibility condition is given by tr( C) < l.
III. METRICS ANALYSIS
This section considers and evaluates the coupling matrix entries that obtained either from the base stations or mobile terminals. The objective is to identify the significant indicators of network status for a given snapshot at low computational cost.
In this work, we propose a suitable representation of the total mutual interference between any pair of cells. Therefore , the point Vu e (defined by (c;,\ , C~lu ) or (c;,2e' C~2u )) combines the impact of traffic variation 'of c~ll e on c~ll u ' . In Fig. l(a) , the upper triangle represents the case where a BS is causing harmful interference to another BS , whereas the lower triangle represents the BS that is receiving high interference from the other BS. The point vP is defined as the projected point of vu,e on line Q (see Fig. l(a) ) , which represents the case when the traffic pattern is correlated between the pair of cells. Then v P can be expressed as follows :
Therefore, the distance between v P and vu,e is given by:
lu,e = Isin (~) (c; ,e -c!,u ) I (12) Now let, (13) In general, f) T ' where T is any 2-cell combination from a set of BSs A¢ <;;; J m assigned to the same carrier ¢, can be used as a performance metric to represent the mutual interference between any pair of cells. Furthermore, the average of f) T for all the subsets T gives an indication to the overall network performance. Fig. 1 (b) shows that the average of f) T is highly correlated with the spectral radius of the coupling matrix , along with its lower computational cost. 
IV. DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ALLOCATION MODEL
The flowchart depicted in Fig. 2 , illustrates the framework where a central manager periodically allocate the spectrum to both operators and match between the offered and required spectrum resources. The DSA algorithm enables the flexibility to achieve the best carrier allocation among different operators, ensuring a minimum level of interference for the overall system. The DSA scheme can be activated periodically in time frame base or triggered in response to events. The DSA algorithm activated when the network performance metrics cross an upper threshold set by an operator, which can be used as an indicator when carrier reallocation or carrier addition is required. On the other hand , the lower threshold is used to reduce the number of allocated carriers, in order to match the offered and required traffic.
A. DSA optimisation problem
In this context, the objective is to find the optimal carrier allocation that can enhance the spectrum utilisation while conserving a minimal level of mutual interference among the set of BSs assigned to the same carrier. Therefore, the optimisation (16) where W ¢ represents the total mutual interference for the set of BSs A¢ . frin is the required number of carriers vector for the operator m network, f max is the available number of carriers.
B. DSA algorithm steps
The simplification embodied in the proposed DSA algorithm is in the form of linear functionality depends on the number of cells. The proposed DSA algorithm is briefly explained in this section.
The algorithm starts by estimating the required number of carriers frin and then the corresponding coupling matrices C m for each operator network [12] . The next step is the estimation of the mutual interference f) T between each pair of cells based on C m using the equations derived in section III. The steps described below summarise the proposed DSA algorithm. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated against FSA; the simulation parameters and assumptions are summarised in Table I . The scenario considered 2 operators with 19 cells each and 3 carriers to share; any cell can be assigned to more than one carrier. Fig. 3 (a) shows the fixed random allocation of each operator. The DSA algorithm can be activated periodically or in time frame base. At each time , a new spectrum allocation will be assigned to the network, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) .
The first simulation has been carried out assuming both operator have a co-located geographical location. We use the QoS and spectral efficiency gain n as performance metrics of the DSA algorithm [4] . The gain n is measured according to the increase in number of loads supportable at 98% satisfaction level, given by: n = (DSA98% -FSA98%) x 100 (17) FSA 98 % where the load is represented by the user density, given in MUj Km 2 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the DSA algorithm improves the QoS level and achieves around 26% spectral efficiency gain compared with the FSA for both operator networks.
In addition , the utilisation index Y is proposed to measure fairness of access of the both operators to the spectral resources. Utilisation index is defined as how much of the available spectrum has been used by each operator, given by: f m .
'ijEJ= max (18) Fig. 4 shows Y for both operator networks in DSA scenarios. In addition to the utilisation gain Y , it is shown that the operators have fair access to the spectrum. Moreover, the proposed DSA algorithm reduced the average required transmission power of the BS by more than 4dB , when the traffic load is 312 M Uj Km 2, compared with the FSA, as shown in Fig. 4 . This is due to the fact that the allocation scheme maintains the minimal level of inter-operator and intercell interference between operators.
As mentioned before that the DSA can be activated or triggered in accordance to events. The next simulations have been carried out with different traffic patterns for both operators during a single day. Fig. 5 shows that when the network performance metrics cross an upper threshold, the DSA algorithm is triggered , either to increase the number of allocated carriers or reallocate carriers between operators' BSs. As shown, the new allocation insures a lower level of interference. On the other hand , in order to match between the offered and required traffic , a lower threshold is used as trigger event to reduce the number of allocated carriers , based on the framework given in Fig.2 .
By extending the approach to take into account displaced networks , fig . 6 Moreover, Fig . 7 shows the performance of the DSA algorithm for increasing traffic demand , when D = 500m and D = 750m. Although, the QoS curves of the FSA degraded for both operator compared to Fig . 4 (when D = Om) , the DSA algorithm improves the QoS level and achieves around 26% spectral efficiency gain for both operator networks. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude , all previous studies considered that a network optimises its own spectrum utilisation and generate accessible opportunities for other operators, or they ignored the interoperator interference. However, a novel algorithm and a complete DSA framework is proposed in this paper in order to enhance the spectrum utilisation given a minimal interference level shared among multi-operators. The possible spectral efficiency gain through the use of the DSA algorithm have been investigated for co-located and displaced cellular networks . The simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the FSA in terms of spectral efficiency, fairness , and average required transmission power for BSs.
